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This paper summarises the status of the Synthetic Aperture Microwave Imager-2 (SAMI-2) diagnostic design for use on the MAST-U tokamak, which is due to begin operations in late 2019.
SAMI-2 will use 2D Doppler backscattering to produce high quality magnetic field pitch angle data
in multiple radial locations simultaneously, from which the plasma edge current density will be
calculated. Having discussed the diagnostic as a whole, we then describe the sinuous antenna feed
design and present results from a microstrip Wilkinson power divider for the RF downconversion
printed circuit boards.

I.

INTRODUCTION

SAMI-2 is a production version of the original SAMI
diagnostic which successfully measured the edge magnetic pitch angle on MAST and NSTX-U at multiple
radial locations in the plasma [1]. SAMI-2 will make
these measurements at multiple radial locations simultaneously, enabling the calculation of the edge current density [2]. One of the main improvements in performance
over SAMI comes from SAMI-2 having many more antennas in the same diameter array: since the number of effective pixels in the reconstructed image scales with square
of the number of array elements, increasing the number of
antennas from 8 to 32 results in almost 16 times more information in each image. This increase in the number of
channels necessitates moving from connectorised components to custom-designed PCBs for the downconversion
and digitisation as PCBs can be miniaturised compared
to off-the-shelf connectorised equivalents, with a bonus
of significant cost reductions. Components for SAMI-2
are being manufactured and tested for the various subsystems with the goal to have a full working system for
installation onto MAST-U in time for the start of the
first physics campaign on the machine.

II.

SAMI-2 SYSTEM

The SAMI-2 diagnostic comprises improvements on every part of the proof-of-principle SAMI system. A fourfold increase in the number of antennas gives more than
15 times the number of independent baselines resulting
in a reconstructed image of substantially higher resolution. Moving to a modular signal path on custom PCBs
facilitates this as a smaller volume is required compared
to the equivalent path made from connectorised components. The use of dual-polarisation antennas will reduce
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FIG. 1. A simplified block diagram of the SAMI-2 system
showing the signal path for one antenna polarisation and one
LO frequency with repeating sections omitted. The green
section highlights components which constitute our custom
RF downconversion PCB.

the error associated with the separation and relative fluctuation of the O- and X-mode cut-off surfaces - thought
to be a source of error for SAMI - as the corresponding
signal components will now be separable. RF downconverter modules connect the balun on the antenna to the
analogue-to-digital converter (ADC) modules which digitise the eight channels per antenna - two polarisations at
two local oscillator (LO) frequencies each split into I & Q
components, totalling 256 differential pairs of signals for
the 32 antennas. The data are passed on to the FPGAs
and grouped into 10Gb/s Ethernet packets before being sent over fibres directly into the RAM of an analysis
and storage PC. Given the total data rate of 15 GB s−1 ,
streaming directly to memory enables SAMI-2 to adapt
to planned increases in MAST-U shot lengths in later
campaigns. A block diagram of a single signal channel is
shown in figure 1; the repeating sections for the second
LO frequency, antenna polarisation and quadrature half
of the differential signal pair have been left out.

III.

ANTENNAS

SAMI-2 has several requirements for its antennas in
order to achieve the desired capability. It requires an antenna that is dual-polarisation so that it can differentiate
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FIG. 2. Artwork of the dual-polarisation sinuous antenna
arms with a generic feed. In this orientation the two purple
sections form the horizontal polarisation and the two green
sections form the vertical polarisation.

between O- & X-mode radiation. The antenna must be
operational up to at least 40 GHz to cover as much of the
MAST-U pedestal as possible. It must have a small cross
section so that as many as possible fit in the 150 mm diameter array, as well as having a structure close to planar
to minimise internal array reflections. The latter two requirements point towards a design printed on a circuit
board and combined with the former two requirements
the sinuous antenna is found to be the top candidate.
Unlike high gain antennas used in conventional reflectometry, the aperture synthesis technique used here requires
a lower gain antenna with a wide field of view in order to
image as much of the visible plasma surface as possible.
This cements the sinuous antenna as the best option for
SAMI-2.
The sinuous structure was patented over 30 years ago
[3] and now it is the feed design for these antennas that
requires innovation - SAMI-2 requires antennas with a
frequency range of 20 − 40 GHz which further increases
the feed complexity as the centre of the antenna, from
which to extract the signals, becomes very small. Only
one publication is found to show dual-polarised sinuous
antenna operation in that frequency range, up to 24 GHz
[4]. The pattern of a dual-polarisation sinuous antenna
is shown in figure 2, the switchback geometry allows two
orthogonal polarisations to be interleaved as is seen here
- the purple arms make the horizontal polarisation and
the green arms the vertical polarisation. Here the inplane feed has been left out so as not to prejudice future
publications. In short, a plated-through slot is cut at the
centre of the antenna and a dual-polarisation microstrip
balun is inserted into this slot to convert the balanced
signals from the antenna into unbalanced microstrip, before they are transmitted to the downconverter module.

FIG. 3. Polar cut through of lone sinuous antenna vertical
polarisation far field realised gain pattern (pink) at 27 GHz
with a reference circle at the power of the largest ”side lobe”
(green). The straight dark blue line shows the direction of
the main lobe and the light blue lines either side show the
positions of the 3 dB points of the main lobe. Simulated in
CST Microwave Studio.

Simulated antenna emission patterns in figures 3 and
4 were produced in CST Microwave Studio from simulations of a lone dual-polarisation sinuous antenna and
the same antenna fed by a microstrip balun, respectively, both with the same polarisation (nominally vertical) driven. The desired direction for the main lobe is
at 0 degrees but in both cases above the main lobe is
in the opposite direction! In the final system absorbing
foam will be packed behind the antenna array to reduce
any unwanted signal strength as much as possible. For
the two active probing antennas this will dampen power
emitted in the wrong direction and for the thirty receiving antennas this will reduce the error due to power incident from the opposite direction to the real signal.
Realised gain emission patterns for the orthogonal antenna polarisation (nominally horizontal) are shown in
figure 5 (just the sinuous antenna) and figure 6, (the antenna and balun together). For this polarisation both
main lobes are oriented in the desired direction and the
undesired sidelobes are less pronounced. An angular
width (3 dB point where the received power drops by
50 %) of 68.1 degrees for the antenna-balun system will
provide a field of view (FOV) which is wide enough to
cover a sufficient portion of the plasma, ideally the SAMI2 antenna array will have a ±30◦ FOV both horizontally and vertically. The 3 dB point is commonly chosen
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FIG. 4. Results from a CST simulation of a sinuous antenna
fed by a microstrip balun orthogonal to the plane of the antenna. Polar cut through of vertical polarisation far field realised gain pattern (pink) at 27 GHz. The effect of undesired
coupling between the balun and antenna emission pattern can
be seen in the asymmetry and larger number of sidelobes compared to the emission pattern of only the antenna in figure 3.

FIG. 5. From a simulation of a lone sinuous antenna: horizontal polarisation far field realised gain polar emission pattern
(pink) at 27 GHz.
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FIG. 6. Results from a CST simulation of a sinuous antenna
fed by a microstrip balun orthogonal to the plane of the antenna. Polar cut through of horizontal polarisation far field
realised gain pattern (pink) at 27 GHz. In the same way as the
vertical polarisation the effect of undesired coupling between
the balun and antenna emission pattern can again be seen in
the emission pattern of the antenna by itself in figure 5.

as a reference position for the performance of antennas
and other electronics beyond which their performance becomes unsatisfactory. Approximating the 3 dB width of
the forward lobe in figure 4 gives a FOV of under 20◦ in
the anti-clockwise direction, though it is around 50◦ in
the clockwise direction. This variability in performance is
expected between antenna polarisations and will change
over the 20−40 GHz frequency range. In order to account
for these inconsistencies the full SAMI-2 system will be
calibrated by locating a frequency swept point source in
several positions covering the operational FOV. Potential problems caused by asymmetric forward facing lobes
can be accounted for in this way in the laboratory environment as the calibration options when installed on the
machine are limited.
Issues with experimental antenna measurements have
been pinpointed to the PCB connector used to input or
extract signal from the balun - Amphenol 925-140J-51P
SMPM right angle connectors - and more detailed information as to how to connect these to PCBs has been
sought from the manufacturer. Theoretically the 925140J-51P connectors work up to 40 GHz with extended
performance possible up to 65 GHz; combined with being
small and cheap makes them an ideal proposition. However, their long mounting legs and signal pin do not pair
well with the thin substrates used here as the protruding
remainders have sharp corners which unfortunately ra-
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FIG. 7. Measured S-parameters between 5-26.5 GHz of a
straight length of microstrip, 30 mm long, with 925-140J-51P
SMPM right angle connectors on both ends.

diate rather effectively. A microstrip pass-through PCB
with these SMPM right angle connectors on each end
was manufactured and the measured S-parameters are
displayed in figure 7. These results indicate how difficult
it is to solder these connectors with any kind of success.
Alternative connectors are sought with a focus on endlaunch connectors as they are expected to be easier to
use on thinner substrates.

IV.
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FIG. 8. Photograph of the PD-10G, fabricated on Rogers
4003C substrate of 0.508 mm thickness, with a pass-through
control below and SMA connectors on every port. The isolation resistors are be soldered so as to complete the two rings,
though in this image they are not present.

POWER DIVIDERS

In order to acquire pitch angle data from two radial
locations simultaneously, signals from each antenna polarisation must be split between two mixers on the downconversion PCB, each receiving a different LO frequency
which select the two radial locations. The LO signals
themselves must also be split in two - one for each antenna polarisation. To achieve this splitting, a low frequency 5 − 10 GHz (PD-10G) and a high frequency
20−40 GHz microstrip power divider are being designed.
The Wilkinson power divider [5] offers a matched three
port power divider in its simplest form. Two quarterwave lines from the input are connected by a resistive
load to retain isolation between the output ports while
ensuring that both output ports remain matched to the
input. In order to cover the octave bandwidth required
for both versions a two-stage Wilkinson was chosen. Here
the first two quarter-wave lines are repeated with a different impedance to broaden the operational frequency
band.
A prototype PD-10G was manufactured on Rogers
4003C 0.508 mm substrate, shown in figure 8, the Sparameters of which can be seen in figure 9. Transmission (blue) is reasonable up to just below 8 GHz when
it drops off in conjunction with a large resonance in the

FIG. 9. Experimentally measured S-parameters of PD-10G
on two-port VNA. Minimum transmission (blue) is −5.2 dB
at 9.2 GHz, worst isolation (orange) is −4.3 dB at 9 GHz.
”MS-S21” (green) is the transmission of a microstrip passthrough of the same length as the divider on the same PCB as
a reference. The purple dashed line indicates the transmission
for an ideal passive power divider. The red and purple solid
lines show reflection from the power divider input port and
one output port, respectively.

isolation of the output ports. with the worst isolation
being −4.3 dB at 9 GHz. This would allow unacceptable
levels of spurious signal to return into one output port
and exit through the other, damaging signal integrity in
the next stage of the system.
To ascertain whether the poor isolation was due to
the divider design or whether it was introduced during
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onance in S23 (blue) peaks at a similar frequency and
magnitude to the experimental results and decays at a
similar but slightly slower rate.
The original calculation for the Wilkinson semicircular quarter-wavelength section length did not include the effect of the dielectric constant of the substrate
and thus calculated the wavelength in free space. This
has been corrected in the next design iteration which is
expected to solve the resonance issue observed here.
The RF module also requires a 20 − 40 GHz power
divider which was designed in parallel with the PD-10G
until performance issues with the high frequency SMPM
connectors were discovered. Work on this higher frequency version has paused until an alternative connector
is identified and confirmed to work for this application.
FIG. 10. S-parameter CST simulation results of 5 − 10 GHz
microstrip power divider. Lowest transmission (green) is
−3.6 dB at 7.5 GHz and the worst isolation (blue) is −5.2 dB
at 9.1 GHz. The isolation peak about 9.1 GHz is indicative of
a resonance in the rings. Input port and output port return
loss are shown by the red and pink curves, respectively.

manufacture, a model of the divider was created in CST
Microwave Studio. The model is identical to the manufactured PD-10G except that the SMA connectors, microstrip pass through and top ground-plane were not included. The results are shown in figure 10 and confirm
that this drop in isolation is physical. The broad res-
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